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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we establish a weighted generalization of theorems of 
Paley-Wiener [7] and Plancherel-Polya [S] concerning the representa- 
tion of entire functions of exponential type. Let u and u be weight functions 
satisfying certain F,” integral conditions. If f is an entire function of 
exponential type C, whose restriction on rWc satisfies Ijfllp,o -C OZ, then we 
show that there exists a function gE L z, 1 < p, q < co, whose support is in 
(1x1 <cJ}, such that 
f (2) = in e 
- i(Z I) g(t) dl. 
As an application we show that if f is of exponential type, the condition 
1 lxl” If( ’ dx < 00, a>n(p/2- I), P>& R” 
implies f E L’(W”), thereby answering affirmatively a question raised in 
c31. 
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Finally, we obtain an integral representation of functions of exponential 
type in an octant in C” and as a consequence derive a weighted version of 
the edge of the wedge theorem. 
Since the proofs of the classical result (cf. [2]) depend strongly on 
Cauchy’s theorem and the theorem of Plancherel on Fourier transforms, 
we can apply recent results on weighted Fourier norm inequalitites [ 1, 
4-61 to establish the main result along the lines of [2, Theorem 41. 
Throughout, we write f~ LP,, w a weight function, if w”“f E Lp and 
Ilf IIP,," = Ilw”“f lip, where as usual 11. lip denotes the norm of Lp. The 
conjugate index of p, 1 < p < co, is defined by p + p’ = pp’, with p’ = cc if 
p = 1, similarly for q’. C” is the space of n-tuples of complex numbers 
(z1, z2, ..., z,) with zj = xj + Qj, j= 1, 2, . . . . n; i2 = -1. Thus C” = rW= +irWy 
and (z, r)=x;=i zjtj, where ZE@’ and tE(W”. Finally we set izI*= 
c,“= i (x,’ + yf) and define the Fourier transform off by 
2. RESULTS 
We first require some definitions. 
DEFINITION 1. Ez is the set of entire functions of exponential type 0, 
that is, the set of entire functions f(z), z E @” satisfying (f (z)j < AEe(u+E)JZ’, 
E > 0. 
DEFINITION 2. Let ZJ and v be weight functions on IR”. We say the pair 
(u, u) E Fc, p 2 1, q 3 1, if the inequality 
Ilfll,,, G c Ilf Ilp,v> C = constant > 0 (1) 
is satisfied for any simple function on R”. 
Clearly (1) permits us to define the Fourier transform in Lz in an 
obvious way. Moreover (1) remains valid in Lg. 
If u and u are radial functions such that u(t), l/u(t), t = 1x1, x E R”, are 
non-increasing and 1 < p < q, then there are useful, necessary, and sufficient 
conditions known for which (1) holds. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose 1 d p d q < CO and let the volume of the unit n-ball 
be denoted by 8”. If u and v are as above and 
u(t)t+’ dt 
> 
llP’ 
v(t)‘-P’tn-‘dt <cc (2) 
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holds, then the inequality (1) is satisfied. If 1 = p < q, (2) is interpreted as 
l/(.sO) I/Y 
SUP 
0 
u(t)t”- ’ dt 
> 
( sup l/u(t)) < co. 
s>o 0 I < slH 
The proof of Theorem 1 can be found in [46]. 
THEOREM 2. If 1~ q < p < CC and u, v as above, then the conditions 
l/u ., 
u(t) t”- ’ dt 
> (s 
l/Y’ r 
u(t)l-P’t”-l dt 
> 1 
~(s)~-~‘d--l ds< co 
0 
and (3) 
03 00 
J KJ 
l/Y co 114' r 4t)t =(1-4/2)-l dt v(t)l -v'p( -P'P-- 1 dt 
0 I /Iv=3 ) > (i s > 1 
x v(s)’ -rf.yl(l -H/2)- 1 dsc CQ 
imply (1). Here again 8 is the n-th root of the volume of the unit n-ball and 
r is given by l/r = l/q - l/p. 
In the case n = 1, Theorem 2 is essentially contained in [ 1, Theorem 1.11. 
We sketch here the n dimensional case for 1 <q < p < co. The case 
1 = q < p is similar and hence omitted. 
The equimeasurable decreasing rearrangement of g(x), XE R”, is defined 
byg*(t)=inf(y>O: I{ x E R”: [g(x)/ > y}l < t}. Here [El denotes Lebesgue 
measure of the set E. Now Theorem 1.1 of [l] shows that (3) holds in the 
index range 1 <q < p < cc, provided that co 
J [(c 
l/X Liq’ r 
u*(t) dt (l/v)*(t)“‘- I dt > 1 (l/v)*(x)+ ’ dx < 00 0 0 
and m oc 
J KJ 0 l/x tP’*u*(t) dt)lv( j,; tP”‘(l/v)*(t)+’ dt)“‘]’ 
x x-~“~( l/v)*(x)P’- ’ dx < CO, 
where l/r = l/q - l/p. (Note that we have replaced the functions u and u in 
[I] by ullq and vi/P, respectively.) Now the radially decreasing rearrange- 
ment of g is g@‘(t) = g*(Pt”), where 0” is the volume of the unit n-ball in 
R”. Then in terms of radially rearranged weights the last integral conditions 
take (after changes of variables) the form 00 
J [(J’ 
l/b@) l/q’ r 
U@‘(Y) Y”- ’ dy (l/~)@(y)~‘~‘y”-‘dy 
0 0 > 1 
x (1/v)@(s)“‘~‘s”~’ ds< CC 
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and l/4’ r 
Y 41 -y/2)- luo(y) Y 41 -P’P-- ‘(l/“)G3(y)P’- 1 dy > 1 
x s”(’ ~ p”2)- ‘( l/~)@(s)~‘- ’ ds < co, 
respectively. But if u and l/u are decreasing as radial functions, then U@ = u 
and (l/o)@ = l/u, so that this is (3). 
The main result is now the following: 
THEOREM 3. Let f E EE and assume (u, u) E Fy”. Further, let u satisfy the 
condition u(x) 2 C > 0 for 1x12 N > 0, C > 0 some constant, and u be an 
even function. If the restriction off on iwt belongs to L:, then 
f(z)=JRne -‘(=,‘) g(t) dt, 
with a measurable g E 1;:) such that supp g c { 1 t1 < rr }. 
Proof. Let cp(t)EC$(W) with suppcpc(t: ltl<l} andj,,cp(t)dt=l. 
Then G(z) E El and as is easily seen on integrating by parts 
I@(z)1 Q C,( 1 + IzI)-me~‘mz~ (4) 
for each integer m > 0. Now let E > 0, then f(z) @(Ez) E EE,,. We are 
proving that f@( l E) E R:. Indeed since u(x) b C for (xl 2 N, we obtain 
l/P 
If (x)1 pNx) dx d Ilf IIP,” < 003 /XI > N 
p z 1, so that, being continuous, f E Lp(R:). If p > 1, Holder’s inequality 
shows that 
IIf l &Ill 1 G Ilf Ilp II4( l EJII”’ < a. 
If p = 1, again fq( l E) E L’( R”,) since @J is bounded on iwt. Therefore, by 
[2, Theorem 21 there exists a continunous g, with supp g, c {t : 1 t( d rr + E} 
such that 
f(z) $(zE) = JRn e-‘(‘,‘)g,(t) dt 
and by inverting one obtains 
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Now let { .sj} be a sequence of positive numbers, such that sj + 0 as j + co, 
then (u, u)~Fz implies Ilg,- g,,l/~,,~Cll(~(~j.)-~(~~.))fllp,v. But since 
$(Ex) + 1 as E -+ 0, it follows that 4(.six) - I -+ 0 as k, j+ co and 
therefore {g,} is a Cauchy sequence in L%. By completeneness of L;, there 
exists a g E Lz such that limj _ m 11 g, - g/l g,u = 0. But g,(t) is supported in 
(t: ItI <a+&,} and hence g is supported in {t: ItI <a}. Finally, there is a 
subsequence { sj,} I”= i such that g,,(r) + g(r) a.e. as I -+ co and hence 
f(z) =)i~\ f(z) &Jz)=J’, e-‘(=“)g(t) dt 
which proves the result. 
Remark. Let u and l/u be radial and as radial functions non-increasing, 
the conditions of Theorem 3 are obviously satisfied if (2) or (3) hold. 
Note that (1, l)~Fc., 1 < p < 2, so that Theorem 3 reduces to the 
theorem of Plancherel-Polya [8]. Also an easy calculation based on 
Theorem 1 shows that (1, (xI’(~-~))EF;, p>2, and (Ix~~(~-‘), l)~Fg, 
1 <p < 2, so that our theorem reduces to Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 of 
[3], respectively. 
Of course there are other weights for which Theorem 3 holds. We 
continue with a result which may be of independent interest. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let f E FE. Zf p and a satisfy n( p/2 - 1) < a, p > 2, then 
i J’ If(x)l"dx< 00 
implies f E L2( IV). 
Proof: For simplicity we take e = 1. The argument for 0 # 1 is identical. 
Clearly, without loss of generality we may suppose that c1< n(p - 1). 
Let 4x1 =x~~,~,(IxI)~ u(x) = IxI’. If (u, U)E F; and f E L!, then 
Theorem 3 shows that there exists a ge L* with supp g c { ItI d 11, such 
that 
fb)=JRne -i(x,f) g(t) dt. 
It follows therefore from Plancherel’s theorem that f E L2. 
It remains therefore only to show that (u, U)E F;. In fact it is easily 
verified that (3) holds and the details are given here for the convenience of 
the reader only. We write the first integral of (3) as the sum 
iJ~‘e2+J~2}[Id;“““~(~,1~-1d~~ [J~u(r)1~P.t”~1dl]l’2u(~)1-i.inldS 
-I, +I,. 
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For I,, 1/(0’s)< 1, so that 
=cj= s ~tI~/2+~[Z(1-pp’)+~]/2+Y(1~P’)+n-1& 
I/@ 
since a( 1 - p’) + it > 0. But [M( 1 - p’) + n] [ 1 + r/2] < nr/2 is equivalent to 
n( p/2 - 1) < CI and so I, < co. For I,, 1 < 1/(0’s), so that 
= c y2 S[1(1-P’)+n1(r/2+1)--I &<co 
JO 
since a( 1 - p’) + n > 0. Similarly, we write the second integral 
sum 
[j;“’ + jro2][ i;,,,,, u(t)t-’ dtln2 [ jsm ~(t)‘-J”t”(~ -P’j2) 
xs”“~P’/2)--1u(s)I~P’ds~13+z4, 
of (3) as the 
1 
r/2 
-‘dt 
respectively. In I,, 1 < 1/(0’s), so that the first inner integral is zero and 
hence Z3 = 0. Finally 
1 
t-‘dt 
l/(@s) 
r/2 
CCt”(1~P’/2)-,+1(,~p’)dt 1 Sfl(l~p’/2)+a(l~p’)~1dS 
= C j,12 Cln(~2s)l r/2Sr[n(l-p’/2)+?(l-p’)1/2+~(1-p’/2)+~(1~P’)--l ds 
since n( 1 - p’/2) + CI( 1 - p’) < 0, or equivalently n( p/2 - 1) < CI. Clearly 
Z, < cc if [n( 1 - p’/2) + a( 1 - p’)](r/2 + 1) < 0, but this is obvious since 
n(p/2 - 1) < LX. Therefore (u, u) E Fl and the proof is completed. 
The question whether n( p/2 - 1) is the best possible lower bound for 01 
is still open. 
In the following theorem an integral representation for functions of 
exponential type, defined only in the octant 
D= {zEC”:Imz,<O, 1 <j<n) 
is obtained. 
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THEOREM 4. Let (u, u) E F: and suppose in addition that the following 
conditions hold: 
(a) The inequality 
1 
-K 8 I 4.x + my) dy d C, u(x) + C,, 
c,>o, c,>o (5) 
IYl G 1 
is satisfied on R” for sufficiently small E > 0. (As above 8” is the volume of 
the ball 1 yl d 1.) 
(b) The weight u is even and 
l/u(x) 6 C3e6iXlr x E R” holds for any E > 0. (6) 
Suppose f is holomorphic and of exponential type p = (,u,, p2, . . . . ,u,,), 
~~20, 1 d j<n, in D; i.e., 
If( <A,exp i (pj++E) Iz,I’ E > 0, ZED. (7) 
i= I 
If the limit 
f(x)=.J;nf(x+iy) 
r‘ L 0 
exists a.e. in [WI: and 
s If(x)l”(l +u(x))dx< 00, R” 
then f has the form 
f(z) = /o,,, e -‘(-X,1) g(t) dt, 
where G(p) = {t E R”: -pj< fj, 1 <j<n} and 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
s Ig(t)l” u(t) dt < ~0. G(~) 
Since the argument of the proof is similar to the one used in the proof 
of Theorem 1 in [3], we shall indicate the main points only. 
Proof Set 
r,(z)=; j,Z,<,f(z+Et)dt, ZED, 
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where 8” is as above. Clearly f, is continuous in the closure of D and 
bounded on Ht. Moreover fen Lp(R:) by [3, Lemma 31. Thus if 
rp E C,“(W) is the function used in the proof of Theorem 3, Holder’s 
inequality implies that f,@( l E) E Lr(R”,) and we may define 
1 
s,(t)=(2n)” s Rne ““J’fE(X) 4(&X) dx. 
Further taking into account (7) then by the Phragmen Lindelof principle 
we get the inequality 
IL(Z)l G ME exp i Pj l.Y,l, ME= sup IfJX)ll 
j=l YEaa: 
which permits us to apply Cauchy’s theorem and obtain 
1 
gAt)=(2x)” s Wme ‘(‘+ ‘J.‘)fJx + iy) @(EX + i&y) dx. 
In turn (11) and (4) give 
Ig,(t)l 6 C,e-‘l‘,“exp ,g, (CL/+&) IY~I) jR,, (1 + lExI)-(“+‘)dx 
i: P,+P,+E) Iv,1 
j= 1 
(12) 
Now if t=(t,, f*,..., z,)ER” such that t,+pk+c<O for some k, 
1 d k 6 n, then keeping yi, j # k fixed we obtain that g,(t) = 0 by letting 
y, + cc in (12). Thus g,: vanishes identically outside the set 
G,(p)= (tE[W”: tj> -pj-E, 1 <j<n}. 
Finally, by (9) we obtain for (u, u) E F8 
Ig,(t)lY4t) dt If,(xNp 4x1 dx Iw” 
G C I If( p(C, 4~) + CA dy < 00, R” 
that is, II s,ll q,u < C3, wherte C3 is independent of E. Now by weak compact- 
ness of the unit ball in L;, we can select a sequence {Ed}, with E, + 0, 
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s + 00, such that (g,,> converges weakly in Le to some g E L;. Finally by 
inverting (11) we obtain 
f,(z) @(Ez) = jotp, e-““~“g,(t) dz, z E D. (13) 
It is now easily seen that the inequality (6) with E replaced by E,~ permits 
us to let E, -+ 0 in (13). This completes the proof. 
THEOREM 5. Suppose (u, v) E FJ’ are as in Theorem 4 and f is 
holomorphic in the set D u ( -D) c C” and satisfies the inequalities (7) and 
If(z)1 dA,exp i (&+E) lzil, {ZE -D,li>O, 1 dj<n}. 
j=l 
Finally assume the limit 
f(x)= x+$L-DIf(x+iy) (14) 
exists a.e. in rW; and (9) holds. Then 
(15) 
(16) 
Proof Since Ilf, -f llLB(R:) + 0 as E + 0, the weak limit of g, is uniquely 
determined (cf. [3, Lemma 63). Thus applying Theorem 4 twice we obtain 
(15) and (16). 
Remark. In the case U(X) = 1, v(x) = Ix/~(~-~), p > 2, Theorems 4 and 5 
reduce to Theorems 1 and 3 of [3], respectively. 
COROLLARY 1. Any function f satisfying the conditions of Theorem 5 
is analytically continuable to an entire function of exponential type 
W, , K,, . . . . K,,), Kj = max(Aj, pj), 1 <j 6 n. 
COROLLARY 2. Any function satisfying the conditions of Theorem 5 with 
u, = %, = 0 for some s, 1 < s < n, vanishes identically. 
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